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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the effects of uncertainty and risk aversion on market outcomes for SO2

emission allowance prices and on electric utility compliance choices. The 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments (CAAA) provide about twice as many SOX allowances to be issued per year in

Phase I (1995-1999) than in Phase IT. Also, considering the scrubber incentives in Phase I, there

is likely to be substantial emission banking far use in Phase IL Allowance prices may increase

over time at a. rate less than the return on alternative investments with allowances being banked

only by risk averse electric utilities. Speculators are likely to be willing to sell allowances in

forward markets,, which will lower currentmarket prices of allowances relative to asitnarion with

only risk averse utilities in me market The Argonne Utfliry Simulation Model (ARGUS2) is

being revised to incorporate the provisions of me CAAA acid rain title and to simulate SO2

allowance prices, compliance choices, capacity expansion, system dispatch, fuel use, and

emissions using a unit level data base and alternative scenario assumptions.
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L INTRODUCTION ANT) OVERVIEW

There is a great deal of confusion regarding the viability and effects of die market for SO-

emission allowances to be established under the 1990 Gean Air Act Amendments (CAAA), Tide

IV, on Acid Rain Controls. It has even beer, questioned whether electric utilities, after being

allocated emission allowances free-of-charge, will be willing to trade or sell these emission

allowances. A futures market in SO; allowances would lower transactions costs in acquiring

allowances for future use and would provide more choices to affected parties on risks to be born.

The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) is proposing a futures market in SO- allowances.

The CAAA enacts a 2-phased acid rain control program. In Phase I (1995-1999) allowances

are distributed by the U.S. EPA at about twice the annual rate as in Phase EL Some of these

Phase I allowances will be saved <Le., banked) for use in Phase IL Also incentives and

extensions under the CAAA, as well as state regulations, will increase the adoption of Flue Gas

Desulfurizarian {FGD) in Phase I and hence will lead to greater Phase I emission reductions and

banking. In eacfi year of Phase 1, the difference between allowance allocations and utility

emissions; in that year is an increment to banked allowances for future use.

Most of this paper focuses on the interfiemr/oral banking decision by electric nfflirfey which

are the ultimate users- of SO2 emission allowances. A major determinant of the banking decision

by an individual firm is the expected evolution of the market price path for SO, allowances, and

the risks that the allowance price may increase more or less than expected. The current

allowance market price is the price at which electric utilities can purchase allowances far earrent

use or banking and the price necessary to induce some other utilities to sell some of their stock

of allowances.

It is argued here that an electric utility may have reason to bank allowances as a hedge

against risk. As an important example, consider the cost at which electric utilities will be able

to generate electricity in the future with advanced technologies which: do not emit SO- in

significant quantities (e.g., renewable technologies, clean coal technologies). These costs are not

well known so costs are best represented as a probability distribution. If the costs of these future

electricity supplies turn out to be low, the welfare of fee electric utility is expected to be greater

except for one aspect any SO2 emission allowances it has banked will depreciate in value due

to the penetration of low SO, emitting new capacity. On the other hand, if the cost of clean
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advanced technology is higliLr than expected, conventional coal fired plants will be utilized more

heavily, increasing tne market demand for and the price of SO2 emission allowances. Hence

holding emission allowances is a hedge against technological risk. This investment is also a

hedge against the risk of failure in demand side management The stock of allowances banked

by a utility is an asset whose return win be negatively correlated with tire electric utility's overall

welfare. Hence the value of emission allowances may reflect a premium for electric utility risk

diversification. This risk premium is defined as the excess of the current market price over the

present value of the expected future spot price at some date when the allowances are needed.

However, even if utilities are risk averse, other market participants could drive the current

market allowance price down to the present value of the expected future spot price. If the current

price were higner than this- a speculator (whose stock portfolio does not contain higher man

average shares in the electric utility sector) could earn an expected return by selling a forward

contract to the utility- which the utility would view as an alternative to banking allowances for

future use. The forward contract would guarantee delivery of SQZ emission allowances at a

specified future date at a price which is determined in advance by the market for futures

contracts. Utilities wishing to bank allowances: far me future would not need to pay more than

the present value of the forward contract price, since the forward contract is equivalent to

banking. The forward contract price could be bid down to the expected value of the future spot

price since any higher forward price would provide speculators with a positive expected value

on their investment

[The relationship of the forward contract price to the expected future spot price could be

further pursued using the tools of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM),. since the overall

stock market value is likely to be positively correlated with the availability of low cost, low

emitting energy alternatives and allowance prices are negatively correlated with availability of

these new energy alternatives. Hence, in theory there could be systematic portfolio risk reduction

by holding emission allowances. The application of the CAPM model is left for future research.]

Banking allowances for future use is equivalent to holding forward ccntracts for allowances.

The amount of banked allowances (or forward contracts) that the utility will choose to hold will

depend on current market prices for allowances (or the present value of forward prices) and theix

relationship to expected future spot market prices and the variance in these future spct prices.



If the future spot market price were known, banking an allowance would amount to holding an

asset which did not pay interest the return is based en the capital gain on the asset. Allowance

market prices would then have to rise at the rate of interest paid by other assets. However, risk

averse utilities may be willing to hold allowances when their expected return h less than the rate

of interest because allowances are an asset which can lower the overall risk in a utilityrs

portfolio. As current market prices are bid down by speculators wiHiuc to sell allowances using

forward contracts, utilities will be willing to hold more allowances or forward contracts because

these become better investments at lower prices and provide risk; diversification for the utility.

This paper win elaborate on mis theory to determine the quantity of allowances mat electric

utilities may be willing: to bank and forward contracts they may be willing to buy.

This paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 presents a simple two-period model for

the emission allowance prices, banking, and emission control with uncertain technical advance.

Intsrfirm and intertemparal efficiency conditions are compared with the behavior of risk neutral

utilities. Section 3 uses this simple two-period model to analyze risk averse utilities. In section

4 the general equiKbrium. is compared (1) with hank-ing, but no forward contracts and (2) with

a futures market.

2 EFFICIENCY CONDITIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY

* In mis section, the pattern of emission reductions across firms and time is derived which

minimizes the expected value of total discounted costs. It is then shown thaf a market for

tradable emission allowances induces individual risk, neutral firms to behave in a mannw so that

the efficiency conditions are met

The important role of futures markets will not become evident until Sect 3, in which electric

utilities are allowed to be risk averse. Then electric utilities may wish to hold allowances plus

forward contracts exceeding the supply of banked allowances. It will be shown in Section 3 that

in the absence of forward contracts, the supply of banked allowances could command a premium

price and the intertemporal efficiency condition might not be met

2.1 Interfirm and Intertemporal Efficiency
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Assume that emissions from the ith firm in period L E ,̂ are proportional to electricity

generation if there are no abatement controls: Ea = Bg,.. This situation of no controls probably

refers to the burning of local high, sulfur coals. (Although the notation does not indicate TL the

coefficient b couH be firm specific.) Let T|,, be the fractional emission reduction by firm i in

period t from this uncontrolled state. Therefore,

The cost of emission abatement technology is represented by a continuous, differenriable foncccn

increasing more man proportionally with Tj. For a given fractional reduction T|. abatement costs

are assumed to be proportional to the size of fee errrissians source, Bg. That is. emission

abatement costs are given by

q =, f(T\JbGa (2)

where L > 0 and f' > 0. (The function f(-) could also be firm specific.) The interpretation of

the function f(T|u) is the abatement cost per unit of coal-fired generation aggregated far all coal-

fixed units under the ownership of the electric utility company.. Marginal abatement costs. MAC.

are defined a& (-Dc/De..) and from (1) and (2), we have

MAC, = f ( t g (3)

To keep the model simple, consider only two periotlr corresponding to Phase I and Phase IT

af tfre 1990 CAAA.. The type af uncatainfy we considered bere is me amount of non-coal

generation available to meet electricity <?; jnand in Phase IT. That is, haw much. nQn-SOz emitting

new technologies will be available 15 years from now? How much, natural gas will be available

far electricity generation? WiH existing nuclear plants builtin the 1970's still be available? Will

demand side efficiency measures be achieved as a substitute for electricity supply? Considerable

uncertainty surrounds all mese major energy issues. The outcomes af these uncertainties are

taken as exogenous in this model Of course, there are other important uncertain variables which

will affect t ie tightness of Phase II emission allowance markets such, as economic growth, fee

quantity of low sulfur coal reserves and the cast; and performance of clean coal technologies

(CCT). The outcome for low sulfur caal reserves and CCT will shift the shape of the abatement

cost function, as shown in Section 5. A somewhat mere zeneral model of manazemenrs
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precautionary motives is presented in Section 4, but many af the key uncertainties are represented

by the model introduced in this section.

Denote the fraction of non-SO~ emitting generation which penetrates firm i by the random:

variable 6;. The expected value of total discounted cost for two periods and all firms is given

by

EX{TDC} = EfCrybG^ + E - E f f f C n J U - e ^ b G J P r ^ A l + r ) (4)
i; a: » i

where 8 is the vector [9lT...,9NI for N" firms and where l/(l+r) is fee discount factor.

Phase I annual allowances will be about twice as great as Phase H annual allowances. The

CAAA provides; for banking some of the Phase I allowances for use in Phase II. The relevant

emission constraints are modeled as follows:

(5a)

EALLOWU + ALLOW, 2> EE^ ^ EE^ = ErU-TTJbG., * (l-T^Xl-fybOy (5b)

It is assumed fiat t ie Phase H compliance choice is made after fee uncertainty is revealed

on the mix of Phase H capacity. Hence, the stringency of compliance in Phase H is confitional

on the 6; and Tfu.. That is^ the r ^ is determined ex post- The problem that will be faced in

period 2 will have the T\u
Ts and 6 given, and the Tj '̂s are chosen to minimize^* f (-q..)(i -6.)bGT.

subject to constraint (5b).. Solving this problem yields

faraS firms r and] where AT is ihe LaGrange multiplier associated with the constraint (5h).. That

is, second period controls are selected to equate MAC across firms. Le., interfirm efficiency.

The emission reductions in period 1. Tj^ are chosen to TTrirriTni7̂  nw expected value of total

discounted castsr (4), witix the understanding that the Tj '̂s will be chosen ex post to satisfy (6)

and the constraint (5b). Mirnmizing (4) with respect to period 1 reductions subject to the period

I inequality constraint (5a) yields:.

f-'Ol i:)bGx, + E -EEf 'Cn^X-s^ 10)(L-6!)bG.,Pr(0)/(l^-r) - ^ b G ^ O U)
a; 8V H ~ "
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The term f(n,2) is the common MAC in period 2 and A.L must be zero if strict inequality holds

in (5a), i.e., banking. The problem is to evaluate the term - | © which is done in Appendix

A The resiilt yields the efficiency condition

MACIk-MAC1^EX{MAq./(i>r)} (8)

witfc: equality expected to hold since constraint (5a) is not expected to be binding (Le.T banking

in Phase I). That is-T MAC/s: are equated across all firms in period 1 (i.e., interfrrm. efficiency)

and this comnoE va!ueT if there is banking., is the' expected value of the common, value for the

MAC'S in period 2, discounted to the present. The relationship mat MAC. = EX{ MAC/(I+r)}

is the intertemporal efficiency condirion under banking.. So, if there is intertEmporal banking,

emissions are controlled in Phase I up to the point where the: MACL equals die expected value

of M A C in Phase n , discounted to the present time.. This condition determines how much.

emission: reduction is efficient in each; period. The quantity of emission banking is thereby

determined,, given annual allowances. However; it would not be economic to bank emissions,

if the emission constraint (5a) were sufficiently stringent and held with; equality, in which, case

it must be true that MACL in Phase I is greater than: EX{MAC/(I+r)}>

2.2 Markets for Allowances with Risk N«atral Electric UtSties

The rnterfrrm and mtertEmporai efficiency conditions have now been derived for emission;

reductions. Here it is shown that if firms; are risk neutral and if there is a competitive market

in tradeable emission allowances,, men the emission reductions chosen by individual firms -will

satisfy the efficiency conditions and hence minimize the expected value of total discounted costs.

Each, firm i is; assumed to be sufficiently small to take; allowance prices as given, ie. the firm

does not have market power in the allowance market

The allowances banked by firm i are given by its initial allocation of allowances less its

emissions and less the allowances it sells on the market Note that a negative SELL, variable

represents the purchase of emission allowances. For example, firms wishing to bank more

allowances than it has available will initially purchase allowances (Le., SELL:. will be negative.)!



B ANK = ALLOW. - (L-T[ J b G , -SELL., i Q (9a)

A firm can choose zero banking or positive banking as indicated by me inequality constraint (9a).

lit the second period; all unused allowances are soM (or any needed allowances are purchased):

SELU = ALLOW^ + ALLOW,. - ( 1 - T U bG t - ( I -n a ) (l-S,)bG2 - SELL, (9b)

arr using (9a).

SELL., = ALLOW2 - (l-T|a)(I-8s)bG2 + BAN"KL

The discounted costs for firm i are based on. its cash, flow given by

DC = fft-JbOr.^ - PA-JSELLj. +

f f t^ I - tybCyCI+r) - PAz(e)SELL2/(I+r) (10)

where PA. is the price of allowances in period t_ The demand for period 2 allowances,, and hence

their price PAZj. "will depend ott tne amount of coal-fired generation, wfricli is an inverse function.

of tne components of" tne vector 0.. Substituting: (9a) and (9b) into (IQ) yields:

- PA.ALLDWJJ + PAJB-ASK^ - f(n2l)(I-ei)bGa/(I+r)

- PA7_(0)ALLQW2/(L^r) ± PA2_(6)(l-Tia).(l-ei)bGB/(t+-i3[ - PA.(6)BANK/(L^r) (II)

Think of DC as a functiari of G but not T\zT since once the outcome of 6 is revealed, the period

2 decision far Tfj, will be a function of &.. Thatis-rrrinirrnzmgDCi wttft respect tn T]^ grvaa 8 .

yields the necessary condiriQn

M A q =f ( r y = PA.(0) for all i. (12)

In Phase II me allowance price PA^Q) is revealed and emissions are reduced for each- firm: i up

to the point where MAO equals the emissrons: price. In Phase L DC can be rrnnrmized with,

respect to T\h for a fixed amount of banking. i.e_̂  given BANK, yielding

MAC, = f'mL) = PA1 for all L. (13)

Nate mat a firm's least cast compliance choice T], is independent of me firm's decision, to bank

allowances^ since there is a market for allowances. Firms choose their emission reductions based

an the market price: of emissions and not on their particular need for allowances relative to their

emissions.
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The risk neutral firm seeks to TmniTrriTe the expected value of its discounted costs:

a: ffiy ~

Minimizing: (14) with respect to BANK, £ 0 yields the condition

with equality holding if banking is; positive:

PA,̂  = EX{PA2(0)/(I+r} if BANK > 0 (15b)

No banking in Phase I might be associated with Phase I regulations of comparable or greater

stringency to Phase II regulations.. However, in the 1990 CAAA, Phase E regulations are

considerably more stringent, causing banking to be expected-

Condition (15b) is similar to the Hotefling condition in the theory of exhaustible resources.

Risk neutral firms are indifferent between selling an allowance in Phase I for a price PAr or

banking the allowance and setting it in Phase II far an expected pricer percent greater than PAL-

Condition (15b) takes into: account the time value of money. Note that the condition PAr <

EX[PAy(i+r)l should never occur. If it did, banking allowances would'.earn a. higher return than

other assets: and all firms would seek to buy allowances, driving up the price PAL until (I5b)

were to hold..

3. RISK AVERSE ELECTRIC UTILITIES AND THE ROLE OF FUTURES MARKETS

3.1 Emisswa EaakiDf in the Absence of Forward Trading

In this section, the analysis; is extended to the more interesting cases in which electric utility

firms, hereafter referred to as firms, are risk averse. By risk averse^ we mean that the firm's

objective is to maximize the: expected value of an increasing, concave utility function depending

on its discounted net income.. Although our model does not provide for all the components of

a firrrr s net income, it is: noted that a firm's S02 abatement costs would be a subtraction from

net income. Further, exogenous cechnical advance in non-coal generation as described: by a

higher outcome for the random variable 6; should also increase, or at least not decrease, the.
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firm's discounted net income. Hence, we define the utility function for the firm i. as U.(Y.)L

where

Y-g^-Dq- (16)

The firm seeks to: maximize

EX{U.J = T~IlU(g(p)-DQPr(& (17)
81 an

where DC (17...,BANK,6) is given by ( l i t Differentiating (17) wife respect to TJ1; yields (13),

Le^ MAQ = PA... Therefore, the criterion for reducing emissions is the same even under risk

aversion- Difiereraia£mg (17) with respect to BANK yields the following expression denoted

here by r and involving fee marginal utility of income, MÛ  = di{J-fitYlr

....£ (-MU)[PA.-PA2(0>/(l+r)IPr(e5 (18a)Z £
aBANK si

= COVpfU;7PAI}/(Ur)-EX{MUilI]PA1-EX:{PAII/(l^r)I (18&)

It may tarn out feat an mfimt& amount of banking is optimal. TMs is true in tfie risk neutral case

if PAr < EX{PAzI/( 1+r).. Fcr the risk averse case, expected uriliiy in (17). continues; to mcrease

witrt mare banking; if z is always positive. Far exainplev referring to (18b) rf PAL =

EX{FA,}/(l+r} and if COV{MU[r PA2J is posuive, then z will be positive. For a maximum

expected utility to exist, it is clear that PAr must exceed EX{PAz}/(l+r) by a. sufficient amount

to offeet the positive term. CQV{MU'T PA,}.. However., if PAi is too higlt, no banking; of

aHowances is economic and the constraint BANK £ Q begins; to bind. Hence, there must exist

a range of allowance prices over which an interior maximum exists- At the amount of banking

which; yields, a. maximum z = 0 and

EXfMUJ - (l^r)EX[MU}

Hence, if MUJ is positively correlated with PA;(0) (which is discussed below), it must be Hue

that

PAl>EX{PA1(e>/(I+r)l (20)
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This is one of the main results of the paper, risk averse firms will be willing to hold, in fact, will

desire to hold, a stack, of banked allowances, even when the expected return on these assets in

isolation is less than their opportunity cost, which is r%. The reason, of course, is that one must

look: at the firm's entire portfolio, not just one type of asset in isolation, and compare the return

on the portfolio as a. whole.. Emission allowances help an electric utility hedge against risk and

hence lower the overall risk in its portfolio.

To see this, suppose that the outcome in year 20Q0 for & is higher than its expected value.

EX{0J. The 8i: refers to the fraction of non-coal electricity generation in the future:

hydroelectric, biamass, other renewable sources, gas, oil, nuclear, as well as demand-side

efficiency measures. Underlying the outcome for 0L are a set of other random variables affecting

both 8L and other firms* components of 0 . These underlying random variables are technological

success with non-coal sources, public acceptance, the amount of available resources such as

natural gas, and the stringency of other regulations pertaining to these sources. Because of these

common underlying random variables, the 0L will be positively correlated with the other

components of 0 . The effects of a higher 6 vector for the electric industry is less need for SO2

allowances, so PAz(0) will tend to decrease. For the specific firm i, a higher 0L will lower its

coal-based generation, and directly lower its abatement costs.

To establish s positive correlation between MU^ and PA^S), we note that the marginal utility

for firm i, MC7, is a decreasing function of the firm's income. Suppose that the underlying

random variables mentioned above tend to raise the components of 0 and hence lower PA-. Then

we need to show that raising the values of 0 components will tend to increase income. To: start-

consider the costs of generation: to the firm if the di outcome were higher. The costs of

generation would tend to be lower, and presumably net income would be higher for a higher 0_,

due: to the underlying random variables such as greater technical progress, larger than expected

gas resource base, or less stringent regulations than expected. Hence generation costs would be

lower. Abatement costs, measured here by DQ, would also be lower, again presumably raising

net income. Abatement costs will be lower if 0t is higher because there is less coal-fired

generation: to clean up or to cover with allowances. So far ail die direct terms discussed have

been in the direction of a positive correlation between MIX; and PA;. Now we consider the

indirect effects on a firm's income due tc, market changes in the PA~(0) and the resulting
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response in T^, which is the solution to (12) : f (Ty = PA-(0). These indirect effects are

presumably small but there may be many of them due to many firms j , each with random

variable 6j. To calculate these indirect effects formally, one differentiates DC, with respect to

6, and substitutina in 1£ = -/f"(r\ ) . since (12) must hold. Due to the envelope theorem,
*" 36/ ~dd/ *

many of these terms cancel. The effect of a higher 0;, and hence lower PA2, on lowering the

firm's emission reduction, Tj-:, will save abatement costs just equal to the market value of the

increased emissions. Hence, it can be shown that

3Ys _ 3DC; _ 3PA,
^n 55 TICL -^
u\j OV ou

} ] '

where 3PA,/36 <0. K firm i banks insufficient allowances for Phase IT of the CAAA, so that

it must buy allowances on the market in Phase H, then SELL2 is negative and dYJd§= will be

positive, contributing to the positive correlation between MU; and PA.̂  (0). However, it is. more

likely that the risk averse utility will want to be in a position of banking allowances so that it

will expect to be selling some of these excess allowances once the uncertainties are resolved in

Phase EL If SELL2 is positive, then 3Y/36j is negative. Then these indirect effects on income

through the effect on the market price PA :(0) will not be a contributor to the positive correlation

between MUj and: PAT(0) . However, since the direct effects analyzed here imply a positive

correlation, leading to more incentives for banking allowances, it is not surprising that the

analysis finds an indirect partially offsetting effect, that the market value declines far excess

allowances expected to be eventually sold.

In summary the necessary condition (19) determines the optimal value of BANK, where firm

i is a.price taker (i.e., PA, is taken as given and PA2 is taken as an exogenous distribution). The

firm increases its banked allowances up to the point where the expected value of the distribution

of PA, weighted by the positively correlated variable

w, = MU/EXJ MLT} (22)

and discounted to the present equals the current price PA;. Note that the amount of banking will

affect the distribution of the weights w.. Taken in isolation, banking lowers the firm's expected
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net income because it has a lower expected return than alternative investments available. This

lower expected income raises the expected value of MU;.

We now examine more concretely the optimal banking for firm i. To work a tractable case

we take a specific functional form for the utility function. The U(Y), an increasing, concave

function of the firm's net income, is taken to be parabolic over the range of variability of income

considered here. Hence, the second derivative of "U with respect to income is taken to be the

constant (-H) over die relevant range of income. For concreteness marginal utility of income is

represented by

MLT^K-HYj (23)

Calculate dz/dBANK. where z: is the derivative of expected utility wife respect to banking given

by (18):

dz = £... E _ _ i JL-J-IPA. - PA.(e)/(l+r)IPr(0) (24)
8!

= - H -EX{[PA, - PA,(0)/(l>r)l2}

using the expression; (LI) for DQ(T]U, BANKj, 0). Hence

IL - - H - [(PA. - EX{PA/(I>r)})2 + VARlPAJ/U+r)2! <Q (25)
3BANK,

Let's begin: by evaluating z when BANK, = 0. Recall the fem is a price taker in PAj and the

PA, distribution. Suppose

) } (26a)
EX{MU;}

where the random variable MUj has a distribution based on the parameter value BANK. = 0.

Then it is optimal not to bank because the expected lower capital gains on holding allowances

offset the risk hedging advantages of banking. However, suppose instead that

PA.(0) MU -PA,(0) m ^
EX{ 1__}<PA,<EX{ ! £_l / ( I + r )} (26b

U ^ EX{MU}
} P A , E X {

U r ^ EX{MU}
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when BANK, = 0. This condition implies z in (18) is positive when BANK, = 0. Since

d2/dB ANK < 0, we must decrease z to find the root, z = Q, by increasing banking. The root

z = 0 , maximizes EXfTIJ given by (17). The second order condition fora maximum holds (see

Eq. (25)). Using a Taylor Series expansion, a first order approximation to the optimal banking

is

BANK = 15: (27a)
1 a/aBANK

where z-, is z in (18) evaluated at BANK. = 0.

[PA.-EX{PA2(0)/(l4-r)}]z -K VAR{PA_(e)}/(l^rr

The sign of Ae numerator in (27b) can be shown to be positive if and only if (26b) holds,

evaluated at BANK, = 0. The covariance of Yj and PAv is taken to be negative based on a

positive correlation between MU and PA,. The term [K/H - EX{Y,}I is positive since MLF is

positive. ThetermilPA, - EX{PAz(0)/(l+r)}l is positive or elsethere would bean incentive-fear

infinite banking as discussed earlier. Eq. (27b) shows that banking decreases with, a- higher PA t

and increases with a higher COV(Yl, PAj), EX{PA,}r H, and EX{Y,} .... all of which- are in me

expected directions. For exai^ple, higher risk aversion is measured by a higher value of H,

which increases banking.

A caution should be made on the use of Eq. (27b). If BANK, turns out to be large, thelinear

approximation assumption underlying (27b) may no longer be valid, requiring the solution to the

more general Eq. (19). This warning would hold, for example, if the positive term (PA. -

EXtPA.JAL+r}) were small.

Eq. (27b) shows the sensitivity of the optimal banking to the curvature of the utility function.

Greater curvature parameter H implies more risk: aversion. For some value of H sufficiently

small, (27b) shows that BANK, will be zero (provided PAL > EX{PA:}/(l+r)). Larger values

of H will increase banking. Since me degree of risk aversion may not be known, it might be

useful to do a set of sensitivity calculations solving Eq. (19) for optimal banking under different

parameter assumptions. Note that Eq. (27b) again emphasizes that the banking decision is
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independent of the emission reduction decision. The banking decision is a financial asset

decision and hence depends on rates of return, risks facing the firm, and the degree of risk

aversion by the decision makers.

3.2 Forward Contracts as a Substitute for Emission Banking

From an individual firm's point of view forward contracts are viewed the same as banking.

Hence the firm's constraint set is unchanged and its behavior is unaffected, provided that there

are no marketwide effects. However, there are expected to be maricet effects in which the initial

allowance price PA[ is bid down by the introduction of forward contracts. These market effects

will be discussed in the next section.

A forward market modifies the firm's constraint in the second period; (9b) becomes

SELL5i=ALljQW2-(I-Tla)(l-ei)bG2+BANKl+FBUYa

including a term for the purchase of forward contracts. (If FBUYj is negative, the firm is a net

seller of forward contracts.)

In our simple modeL forward contracts are a perfect substitute for banking, and hence sell

at the same present value price. The buyer pays for a forward contract in period 2 at price

FAL( L+r) which: in present value terms is PAL. This is the identical present value price as buying

an emission allowance in period 1 on the cash market and banking that allowance for use in

period 2. Alteratively selling a forward contract has a present value PAt which is the same

present value price as selling the allowance in period 1 on the cash market

The firm's discounted costs DC are still given by (11) with FBUY. a perfect substitute for

banking. Then discounted costs are given by DC (%, BANK,,. +• FBUY.. 0). Hence, the risk:

averse firm will choose the sum BANK -i-FBUY, to satisfy theoptimality condition (19). A firm

which finds it optimal not to bank will also not want to buy forward contracts.

4. THE ALLOWANCE MARKET RESPONSE TO A FUTURES MARKET

Suppose that there did not exist a futures market or other forward transactions. Further,

suppose that electric utility firms are risk averse. Then the market allowance prices are likely

to satisfy (19) so that PA! > EX{PA,}/(l+r).
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Now suppose that there exists a futures market and additional participants enter the market

who are less risk averse and have capital to invest in a portfolio which might include

participating in the futures market for allowances. This is sometimes called speculative capital.

Sometimes it is referred tD as distributing the risk to those who are willing to bear the risk most;

efficiently. These non-utility investors estimate positive expected returns in selling forward;

contracts, since the future price of me forward contract PA;(l+r) is greater than EX{PA-J. In

theory, risk neutral speculators may even desire to sell an infinite amount of forward contracts

until this price differential is bid down to zero. However., speculators may not be totally risk

neutral and they may be at some disadvantage in their knowledge of the complex determinants

of the Phase H price of allowances; (utilities may be better at this), so the supply of forward

contracts may not be infinite and P^ may not be bid down all the way to EX{ PAJ/Cl+r)-

In conclusion,, a formal cash market in tradable allowances in Phase I of the CAAA will

make the compliance choices mare efficient A. formal futures market will have additional

effects. A supply of futures contracts which utility firms can buy on lie market will be a

substitute for banking. TMs increased supply of a banking substitute will bid down the: Phase

I price of allowances PAL until risk: averse utility firms are willing to hold both the banked

allowances and the forward contracts which speculators desire to sell. By bidding: the present

value price PAr down closer to EX{PA-,}/(l+r) increases economic efficiency in terms of

lowering total social costs.

The emission constraints in the CAAA of 1990 will still hold. Le._ Eq. (5) will still hold..

However, there will be less emission reduction in Phase L Recall that emissions are reduced up

to tire paint where the marginal abatement cost equals the allowance price, PAL. A lower PAL

also lowers emission reductions. As a consequence. Phase II emission reductions will need td

be greater. However, this temporal reallocation of emissions still satisfying the provisions of the

CAAA, lowers the present value of total compliance costs. For those who have a strong

environmental protection motive, it is noted that these social cost savings can be applied to

increase the benefits of environmental protection in: other areas.

It is also seen here mat whereas the banking decision is a financial decision for the firm,

independent of the firm's emission reduction decision, at the market level there is no longer
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independence. That is, a lower initial price PAt due to fee existence of forward contracts will

both lower aggregate Phase I emission reductions and lower aggregate banking.
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APPENDIX A

If emissions were reduced slightly more in period lr emissions would not need to be

reduced as much in period 2, given 0 . Mathematically, this is seen by differentiating (6),

yielding

Also differentiating the constraint (5b) with respect to T\2j given 0 yields

^ ^ = 0 (A-2)

Substituting (A-l) into (A-2) yields

-bG - ( i^L! 0) EKl-e^bG^/f^ri^I = 0 (A-3)

which provides: the solution for z I Q Substituting mis term into (A-l) yields

(A-4)

Now substitute (A-4) into (7).. Recognizing mat f (rj^) is the MAQ and is independent of i, this

common value; for MAC, across firms can be factored out of Eq. (7), yielding (8).


